








• The	exagon contains the	partners
involved in	developmentactivities
• 11M€ of	total foundingby	EC
• 4	Big	private	companies	
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• R-Studio	Server	provides a	browser-based interface	(RStudio IDE)	
to a	version of	R	running on a	remote Linux	server.	

































































• PaaS layer is provided by	WP5























Figure 14: WP5 architecture 
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• OASIS	TOSCA (Topology and	Orchestration
Specification for Cloud	Applications)	1.0	(11/2013)
• Interoperable	description of	applicationand	infrastructure
cloud services,	the relationshipsbetween parts of	the service,	
and	the operational behavior of	these services (e.g.,	deploy,	
patch,	shutdown)	independentof	the supplier creating the















• Marathon/Chronosrun	on top	of	a	Mesos cluster
• Enables scale-outof	services by deploying
additional containerson sparenodes.
• Marathonwill be	used to	instantiate the Long	
Running	Services and	keep them monitored and	
running	
• It will take care of	recover in	case	of	failure
• Chronoswill be	used in	order to	deal with
application execution:
• It is able to	deal with dependency/re-executing the
application in	case	of	failure














































































• OpenStack testbed being	deployed.
• OCCI	support	ongoing.
• Fair-share	scheduling
• Preparing	code	for	initial	publishing.
• Testbed deployed	and	currently	under	testing.
• Problems	with	SLURM	Priority	Multi-factor,	adapting	to	a	new	algorithm.
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Progress	so	far	(IaaS)
• Standards-based	orchestration
• Contacts	with	OpenStack developers	to	include	TOSCA	on	Heat
• Improved	TOSCA-parsers	to	support	INDIGO	use	cases
• Spot-instances	support
• Initial	blueprint	presented	to	OpenStack,	but	discussion	still	ongoing.
• Initial	prototype	working.
• Studying	how	to	expose	functionality	trough	OCCI.
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Progress	so	far	(PaaS)
• PaaS Architecture	fully	defined
• PaaS Orchestrator	technology	is	already	defined	
• Implementation	of	the	first	workflow	is	already	going	on
• Define	additional	non-normative	node	types	for	TOSCA
• Monitoring	technology	defined	
• Technology	for	deploying	of	Long	Running	Services	and	Application	is	
defined
• Hosting	of	µServices	
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Conclusions
• First	official	release	will	be:	end	of	July	next	
year
• We	will	start	make	available	some	services	as	
soon	as	they	are	ready	enough	to	be	tested	
• All	the	changes	on	the	already	available	
projects,	will	be	pushed	back	to	the	official	
releases.	
• OpenStack,	OpenNebula,	dCache,	Onedata,	
Mesos,	Accounting,	QoS/SLA,	etc
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Questions?	
Giacinto DONVITO
giacinto.donvito@ba.infn.it
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